De Kontlér
Designer pet leather accessories
Hand Made in Slovenia - Europe

Introduction
Welcome to our unique designer fashion
product catalouge
De Kontlér – Designer Pet Leather Accessories is
brand of Mataja, Matic Vukič s.p., from Slovenia.
All our products are designed and hand crafted
by experienced craftmans in Slovenia which
makes our products quality made, reliable and
unique. We use best quality materials for our
products to bring your beloved companion
best experience with our dog leather collars
and leather leads.
What makes our products so special:
1. Every day your pet will wear something
what is made from natural and skin-friendly material, which can be compared to this,
when Miss or Mrs. puts on a nice, special leather bag, accompanied by envious and admiring views. We are sure, that you will be so
excited and consider getting a variety of collars
and leads for your dog for different occasions
or just for a little change in time of week.
2. Our collars and leads can be a great combination and match with color of your daily clothes.We
also thought of you, who have two dogs at home,
which you can take on a elegant and coordinated
walk on the same lead with our double lead »Coupler«.
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3. Since you are guaranteed that such collars
and leads are not sold anywhere in the world,
the originality is guaranteed by our brand
»De Kontlér». So if a the disaster happens
and your pet is lost, the finder can also
describe his very special dog by design of
De Kontlér collar or lead that your dog was
wearing at the time. But hopefully this will
never happen and that you will purchase
our hand made products only in your and
and your dog satisfaction.
4. Many times happens, when you need
to buy a gift and thinking what to buy,
that the one who recieves it, will be really happy and surprised with something
special and new. It can be very inconvenient if you find out, that it received
the same gift from someone else. This
can also happen if you devote your gift
to the dog, your own or someones other.
With our selection of leather collars and leads, this can't happen because they are one
of a kind and unique products.
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Energy Shock - dog leather collar and lead
Storm is coming. This dog collar and lead design will give your dog additional
shock of energy, which he needs to be playful and cheerful. Turn your sleepy
dog to energy dog and give him a long walk, which he will enjoy.
- Made from finest black and yellow Italian leather
- We use ECO friendly leather (leather is finished by natural vegetable tanning)
- Hand crafted in Slovenia with unique design
- English metal accessories - strong polished steel
- Hand sewed for extra strenght with black and yellow thread
- Marked with our signiture
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Dreaming of summer - dog leather collar and lead
Sea, sun, high temperatures...There is nothing better than walking with the dog on
soft sand and relaxing while listening to the sounds of waves. Magic, isn’t it?
Let you this beautiful yellow-blue collar and lead takes you to a dreamy sun travel,
where could you and your dog still enjoy the pleasures of summer.
- Made from finest blue and yellow leather
- We use ECO friendly leather (leather is finished by natural vegetable tanning)
- Hand crafted in Slovenia with unique design
- English metal accessories - strong polished steel
- Hand sewed for extra strenght with blue and yellow thread
- Marked with our signiture
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Golden dragon teeth - dog leather collar and lead
In ancient history, golden dragon was mighty
creature, he was the strongest and most
beautiful of all living dragons, he was the
true dragon lord with glittering skin and
shiny golden teeth.
This beautiful hand crafted leather
dog collar and dog lead with golden
dragon teeth design is a monument to the age of dragons and it
will provide your dog with beauty
and extra energy.
Transform your dog in a true lord.
- Made from finest turquoise and
gold Italian leather with special golden
teeth patern
- We use ECO friendly leather (leather is
finished by natural vegetable tanning)
- Hand crafted in Slovenia with unique design
- English metal accessories - strong polished steel
- Hand sewed for extra strenght with turquoise and brown thread
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- Marked with our signiture

Magic paradise for little pups
This golden - pink collar “Magic night in paris” will remind you, when strolling with your dog across the river
Siene to the Trocadéro gardens with full of magnificent
fountains and just looking at the Eiffel Tower.
Collar “Golden spots” will attract looks, while walking
down the streets, which will make you shine.
Let this unique purple-gold dog collar enchants you and
takes you in celebrity days.
This golden - blue collar “Golden peaks” will give him
a touch of glamour that he needs to be surrounded by
modern pups. Let him be a true casanova.
“Twin Peaks Coupler” is an ideal combination for big
dog family, which will allows you to walk your pups on
the same lead with latest fashion.
- Made from finest italian leather
- We use ECO friendly leather (leather is finished by
natural vegetable tanning)
- Hand crafted in Slovenia with unique design
- English metal accessories - strong polished steel
- Hand sewed for extra strenght with thread
- Marked with our signiture
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True love paris
Dog leather collar and lead
Let it be sadness or happiness, in love and friendship is room for both. Dog friendship is the most wonderful thing that you can experience, because he will be faithful to you, until his death. This beautiful red and yellow collar and dog lead, carefully made from strong
leather, will show your dog what true love means.
- Made from finest red and yellow Italian leather
- We use ECO friendly leather (leather is finished by natural vegetable tanning)
- Hand crafted in Slovenia with unique design
- English metal accessories - strong polished steel
- Hand sewed for extra strenght with red and yellow thread
- Marked with our signiture
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Spring fashion mosaic - unique hand
made dog leather collar and lead
Spring always wake us up in
the glow of naughty colors and
warm sun rays.
Dogs can hardly wait to lay their
paws on a green grass and play
tricks with their dog friends.
This unique fashion leather
collar and lead will make your
dog stand out in even the most
demanding dog’s club.
- Made from finest various color of Italian leather
- We use ECO friendly leather
(leather is finished by natural
vegetable tanning)
- Hand crafted in Slovenia with
unique design
- English metal accessories /
strong polished steel
- Hand sewed for extra strenght with green thread
- Marked with our signiture
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Lollipop - Unique dog leather collar and lead
Dogs roll with their eyes and move with their tails when they hear word - treat.
This beautiful, hand made leather dog collar is filled up with bright colors that
remind us of the sweet sins, which we and our dogs like to enjoy.

- Made from finest various color of Italian leather
- We use ECO friendly leather (leather is finished by natural vegetable tanning)
- Hand crafted in Slovenia with unique design
- English metal accessories / strong polished steel
- Hand sewed for extra strenght with violet thread
- Marked with our signiture
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Ref.num.: dk1

Ref.num.: dk2

Spring Fashion Mosaic
Hand Made leather dog collar, dog lead
and set (Ref.num.: dk3)

Ref.num.: dk4

Ref.num.: dk5

Magic night in Paris
Hand Made leather dog collar, dog lead
and set (Ref.num.: dk6)
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Ref.num.:dk7

List of unique
De Kontlér
products

Ref.num.: dk8

Energy shock
Hand Made leather dog collar, dog lead
and set (Ref.num: dk9)

Ref.num.: dk10

Ref.num.: dk11

Dreaming of summer
Hand Made leather dog collar, dog lead
and set (Ref.num.: dk12)

Ref.num.: dk13

Ref.num.: dk14

True Love Paris
Hand Made leather dog collar, dog lead
and set (Ref.num: dk15)

Ref.num.: dk16

Ref.num.: dk17

Lollipop
Hand Made leather dog collar, dog lead
and set (Ref.num.: dk18)

Ref.num.: dk19

Ref.num: dk20

Golden Dragon Teeth
Hand Made leather dog collar, dog lead
and set (Ref.num: dk21)

Ref.num.: dk22

Ref.num.: dk23

Twin Peaks Coupler
Hand Made leather dog collar, dog lead
and set (Ref.num.: dk24)
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Autumn Fashion Mosaic
Hand Made leather dog collar

Magic Wings
Hand Made leather dog collar

Earthquake
Hand Made leather dog collar

Yin Yang
Hand Made leather dog collar

Golden Spots
Hand Made leather dog collar

The Beautiful Beast
Hand Made leather dog collar

Dreaming of perfection
Hand Made leather dog collar

True Love St.Tropez
Hand Made leather dog collar

Golden Peaks
Hand Made leather dog collar

Fashion Curves
Hand Made leather dog collar

Ruby Star
Hand Made leather dog collar

Fearless Warrior
Hand Made leather dog collar

(Ref.num.: dk25)

(Ref.num.: dk26)

(Ref.num.: dk27)

20 (Ref.num.: dk28)

(Ref.num.: dk29)

(Ref.num.: dk30)

(Ref.num.: dk31)

(Ref.num.: dk32)

(Ref.num.: dk33)

(Ref.num.: dk34)

(Ref.num.: dk35)

(Ref.num.: dk36)

De Kontlér size and reference guide

28 mm

2 cm
28mm x 55cm (-/+2cm)

Possiable sizes:
Every design is not made for all sizes. Please refer to price list which collar and lead
design is available in which size.

18 mm

2 cm
18mm x 35cm (-/+2cm)

Collar sizes
- 13 mm x 15 cm / 20 / 25 / 30 / 35 cm (small breeds)
- 18 mm x 25 cm / 30 / 35 / 40 / 45 cm (small - medium breeds)
- 28 mm x 40 cm / 45 / 50 / 55 / 60 / 65 / 70 cm (medium - large breeds)

13 mm

1,5 cm

Custom collar length and matching lead is also possible.

13mm x 25cm (-/+1,5cm)

Lead sizes
- 13 mm x 100 cm / 110 / 125 cm ( small breeds)
- 18 mm x 100 cm / 110 / 125 / 150 cm ( small - medium breeds) In this option of lead
, you can choose type of hook which you can order by weight of dog ( up to 15 kg /
over 15 kg )
- 25 mm x 100 cm / 110 / 125 / 150 cm (medium - large breeds)
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